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Executive Summary



What to keep, start, and stop doing to optimize privacy 
between neighbors and household members

Stop: Using barn doors to separate any area sensitive to odor or sound. Barn doors may help with 
visual separation, but privacy is more than just sight.

Start: 1. Developing more products with Smart Glass (or equivalent) in strategic locations for a 
balance of light and privacy. 

2. Developing noise-reducing products for powder rooms, which are usually in earshot of 
residents in the home.

3. Curating surface and hardware kits of parts inspired by and for backyard spaces. 

Keep: Using bullet or long landscape windows above eye level to create light while maximizing 
privacy. Homes are being built increasingly close together, and 68% of homeowners worry 
about neighbors peering in.



Introduction



A need for privacy solutions 
transcends geographic type 
and home size.
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How often do you worry about your neighbors being 
able to see into your home/yard?
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*See appendix for breakdown by square footage
Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners

Nearly 80% of homeowners in urban areas say that they worry 
about neighbors being able to see into their home and yard at 
least occasionally. Yet even for those in very rural locations 
with large lots and plenty of open space, less than half are 
completely worry-free.  
The size of the home helps to some extent. However, above 
the 2,000 square feet threshold, increasing square footage 
does not reduce privacy concerns. Even in 4,000 square foot 
homes, 65% worry at least occasionally.*
Because privacy concerns (neighbor-to-neighbor and from the 
home to the street) are so pervasive, there exists a large 
opportunity to better design homes for privacy and create 
home solutions that reduce visibility through windows or into 
yards. Small, urban homes need them the most, but large 
homes and homes in rural locations should not be counted 
out. 

“[When in] my backyard…I feel I am in a fishbowl.”
- Young Single or Couple in Suburban Pennsylvania 



A need for greater 
privacy within the home 
varies by life stage, not 
home size.
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Are there are rooms/spaces within your home that you 
wish were more private from other household members 
or guests?
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*See appendix for breakdown by square footage
Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners

Privacy is not just about neighbors seeing in, it is also 
about separation from other household members and 
guests. 
The prioritization of privacy within the home varies by 
life stage. It is most needed by Young Families, where a 
majority of homeowners report that there are spaces in 
their home that they wish were more private. Mature 
Singles and Couples need private spaces the least, with 
over three-quarters happy with their current interior 
privacy levels. 
Interestingly, home size does not play a significant 
role.* The same amount of homeowners living in a 
1,000 square foot house said they need more privacy 
from other household members as those living in a 
4,000 square foot house. No matter the home size, 
interior privacy solutions and thoughtful designs (for 
sight and sound) matter, especially to Young Families.



Windows



Homeowners are currently feeling forced to 
trade off between privacy and natural light. 

“Our kitchen has very large picture 
windows and directly faces our 

neighbor's kitchen window. If she is at 
her sink she can look straight into our 

kitchen” 
- Mature Family in Suburban Ohio

“Our living room has a huge open 
window that needs to be open so we 
have light but at the same time fully 

exposes us to our neighbors”
- Young Family in Suburban Illinois

“The den [is] used very often and has 
huge windows where the nosey 

neighbor can look out her window and 
see if we're home. We have enormous, 

thick curtains but I love 
the natural sunlight and looking out into 

our yard.”
- Young Family in Urban/Suburban North Carolina

It is no secret that homeowners thrive on natural light. However, natural light often 
comes with a cost: privacy. Current solutions have flaws, creating a need for alternative 
ways to get light into the home and capture views while keeping privacy intact:

• Blinds and curtains block light and views and are a hassle to put up and down, so 
much so that they often just remain shut 

• Stained glass and frosted windows somewhat obscure views in but also block the 
homeowner’s view out

• Window films function well, but are cumbersome to put on and can result in 
bubbles if not applied correctly

Product Opportunity 
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One-story homes and homes under 2,000 square feet need the 
most window privacy solutions. 
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Which feature in the following pairings is more 
important to you?*Until better solutions allow homeowners to have both privacy and natural light, homes 

will still have to balance the two. Homeowner priorities flip depending on the number 
of stories in the home and the home size:
• Ground-floor windows can feel more exposed, so owners of one-story plans will 

prioritize privacy first, even at the expense of some natural light. Security 
innovations will also allow homeowners to enjoy more windows. 

• While larger homes—which have more spaces to hide—can include more windows 
and achieve greater natural light, smaller homes (particularly under 2,000 square 
feet) need to accommodate privacy first.
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Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners
*Excludes one-level units in multistory buildings
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One solution we find interesting is 
electrochromic glass, or “smart” glass. This 
glass uses smart technology to transition 
from tinted to clear throughout the day, 
optimizing the amount of heat and light 
that passes through, as well as creates 
privacy without window coverings. Smart 
glass has found its way into retail, airports, 
and office buildings but has yet to catch on 
in homes. SageGlass

https://www.sageglass.com/en/article/what-electrochromic-glass


Bathrooms



Homeowners will opt for bullet 
windows until larger windows can 
address privacy concerns. 
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Which of the following bathroom windows would best achieve 
your ideal balance between natural light and privacy?
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Consumers care deeply about bathroom window placement, with only 4% 
saying they have no preference. As communities grow denser, privacy will 
become an even greater concern for bathroom windows. Supersized 
windows above the tub look great and are preferred by the largest homes, 
but owners of smaller homes currently must opt for smaller windows 
placed above sight lines for privacy.

Prato at Castle Pines Village By 
Infinity Home Collection 
Castle Pines, CO
Prato at Castle Pines Village 
exemplifies how bullet windows can 
achieve ideal privacy between homes. 
While lots were nicely sized in the 
community, Infinity Home Collection 
opted for art above the

Frosted windows obscure sight, but there is opportunity to do 
more. Frosted windows still raise privacy concerns because they 

do not block figures and shadows.

tub, instead of a picture window. Four bullet windows fill the bathroom with 
light, maintaining a spa-like ambience without sacrificing privacy. “The second-floor bath window is frosted and [my] shadow is 

visible to neighbors when trees lose leaves in the fall.”
- Young Family in Suburban IllinoisSource: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners



“Master bath does not have a door- it is 
disruptive to go in there when my husband 

is sleeping (noise and light)”
- Young Family in Suburban Arizona

“The master bathroom in our house does not 
have a door on it. When I shower in the 

morning, the sound wakes up my husband and 
there is no way to block it off.”

- Mature Family in Suburban/Rural California

If the master bathroom is not tucked far 
away around a corner, it needs a door. Barn 
doors are the typical go-to solution; 
however, they do nothing for auditory 
separation. With more flexible schedules 
and computers/TVs to entertain us all 
night, the days of spouses staying on the 
same sleep/wake schedule are behind us. 
Assume that one spouse will be asleep as 
the other gets ready, and design 
accordingly.

Premier Series at Mallory Park By DiVosta
Lakewood Ranch, FL
Without proper product solutions, homes must work 
around this sound/light issue. The layout above forgoes 
direct access from the bathroom to the bedroom in order 
to achieve not only (1) privacy for the owner’s suite from 
the main living areas (with a hallway and double doors), 
but also (2) privacy between the bedroom and bathroom 
(with the bathroom accessed through a retreat space). The 
retreat is a hub for the suite, providing access to the 
bathroom, as well as the walk-in closet. 

1 2
Bathroom. 

Owner’s bathrooms need a door that blocks light and sound.
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Powder rooms and bathrooms need better soundproofing.

“[Our] bathroom opens up to a main living space 
so you can see the toilet from the living space. We 

have to keep door shut all the time. Yuck.” 
- Mature Single or Couple from Urban/Suburban Michigan

“The bathroom is along the main hall. I would 
prefer it to be at the end of the hall.” 

- Mature Single or Couple from Rural Pennsylvania

“The guest bath is right next to the dining room 
and I feel we can hear too much of the business 

happening in there.” 
- Young Family from Rural Kansas

A guest bathroom close to living spaces is convenient, 
but a huge privacy concern. Silent-flush toilets and 
noise-canceling fans exist, but there is an opportunity 
to create more soundproofing solutions when distance 
is not an option. 

The Creamery at Alkali Flat By 
BlackPine Communities  
Sacramento, CA
Homes, especially high-density ones, must get 
creative with their powder room placement on the 
main level to ensure adequate privacy. 

BlackPine opted to tuck the powder room near the stairs, with the door facing away 
from the entertainment space (keeping it out of sight). Locating a pantry between the 
powder room and the entertainment space creates a sound buffer, as does backing 
the appliances up to the powder room on the opposite side.



There is an opportunity for smart lock technology to improve 
Jack-and-Jill bathroom experiences. 

“The bathrooms have connecting doors 
to other rooms and I feel it should only 
have one door. That way people don't 

accidentally walk in on you.”
- Mature Family from Urban/Suburban New York

Jack-and-Jill bathrooms are a nice way to 
create an en-suite bathroom for two 
rooms, but having two doors doubles the 
chances of a walk-in. With smart lock 
technology surging, we wonder if there is 
an opportunity for two door locks that 
connect wirelessly and automatically lock 
in tandem. 

Brookfield opted for a smarter take on the Jack-and-Jill bath 
that reduces privacy concerns: two doors (one from each 
bedroom) connect into the sink area, but the toilet and 
shower area are placed behind another door. This connects 
both bedrooms directly to the bathroom, while allowing 
additional privacy for the toilet and shower area.

Waverly at New Haven
By Brookfield Residential
Ontario Ranch, CA



Bedrooms



The most important private space within the home is the bedroom.
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For homeowners that are happy with their current levels of interior privacy, the bedroom is their favorite private space. For those 
who are unhappy, the bedroom is the primary space they would fix.

“[The bedroom] is the first door in the hallway and often gets 
mistaken for the primary bathroom when closed.”

- Young Single or Couple in Urban/Suburban Connecticut

“[The] bedrooms are all right next to each other… I'd love to be on 
the same floor as the kids, but just not right next door.”

- Young Family in Suburban/Rural Illinois

“I wish the entries to the bedrooms were not all on the same hallway.” 
- Mature Single or Couple in Suburban Michigan 

“The master bedroom is directly off the living room. No hallway. With a 
room full of guests I find it embarrassing to get up and go into my 

bedroom.”
- Mature Family in Suburban/Rural Florida

Owner’s bedrooms should be appropriately separated from common 
spaces, preferably off a separate hallway.

Composer Series at Encore
By AV Homes 
Mesa, AZ

The Charleston proves that a small 
home (this one is 1,640-square feet 
and single story) can still have 
appropriate separation from the 
owner’s bedroom and the main 
living areas. Note how the bedroom 
is distanced from the great room by 
a short hallway. Tucking the 
bathroom between the bedroom 
and great room allows the hallway 
to stretch further.
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“My bedroom has a window that looks directly 
at neighbor’s house.”

- Mature Family in Suburban Missouri

“You can look directly into our bedroom 
windows from the complex across from us. 

There is overgrown shrubbery that helps but 
would rather have less opportunity for 

someone to be able to look right into my room 
so I can feel comfortable having my blinds 

open.”
- Mature Family in Suburban California

“My bedroom has large windows and I don’t 
like how open they are.”

- Young Single or Couple in Rural California

“My bedroom needs more privacy because the 
windows are too big.”

- Young Single or Couple in Urban Illinois

Privacy is crucial for bedroom windows. 
Current designs do not meet this need. Milgard Style-Line Painted 

Vinyl Windows
Issaquah, WA
The contemporary design of 
the home allowed Quadrant Homes 
to include a unique window layout 
in the owner’s bedroom. The 
narrow and wide rectangular 
windows are placed up high, 
bringing in lots of light, while 
preserving the privacy of the space.

Expansive sliding glass door 
systems
Irvine, CA

Sliding glass doors off the owner’s 
bedroom maximize natural light and 
outdoor connection but are a huge 

privacy concern. Toll Brothers quelled 
these concerns at Marbella with an 

optional covered deck with fireplace. 
The layout of the deck masks the 

bedroom from the neighbors.



Great Rooms



Open-concept layouts will correct from 
“wide open” to “strategically open”.
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Over the years, closed-off, compartmentalized 
layouts have swung to become dramatically 
open. As many trends do, the open-concept 
layout swung too far, leaving no separation of 
space. In recent years, home designers have 
begun reverting to “strategically open” spaces, 
which pair visibility and connection with nooks 
and spaces to get privacy and hide mess. 

Across life stages, a pattern emerges: 
homeowners want open spaces, but not 
completely open. There are slight variations; 
multi-story floor plans can be slightly more 
open than single-story ones since there is the 
floor-level separation. Square footage plays a 
large role in preference. Despite the fact that 
small homes are often built with open layouts 
to make them appear bigger, homeowners 
with less square footage prioritize privacy over 
openness the most. Only very large homes 
(4,000 square feet or more) want completely 
open layouts.
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Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners

“I wish our living room had more privacy. It 
is open to the foyer and family room (where 
we spend most time). If the living room had 
more privacy, my husband and I could use it 

to separate a bit from older child and 
friends.” 

- Mature Family in Suburban Michigan

“I would really like doors on my kitchen so I 
could hide the mess of major cooking.” 

– Mature Family in Rural Pennsylvania

“Our living room is connected to the kitchen 
and dining room so if you are watching tv, so 

is everyone else who is eating” 
- Mature Family in Rural Louisiana

“We have an open concept living room and 
foyer. We could use definition for more 

private and cozy reading nooks.” 
- Mature Family in Urban/Suburban Hawaii

Privacy and 
space to 

hide mess

Openness 
and airiness
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Japanese based firm, Camp Design, constructed a 
modular floorplan with a high degree of flexibility. 
Ceiling beams throughout the entire home fit 
sliding doors in each track, creating an instant wall. 
Multiple tracks allow layering for various 
soundproofing needs. Options for clear or wood 
panels also provide different levels of privacy. The 
clear glass and combination of wood and clear 
glass panels are a good solution for homeowners 
who lean towards openness and airiness but still 
want a level of privacy to hide messes.

Product Inspiration

Camp Design

Sliding Walls

http://www.camp-archi.com/


Devote more square footage to bedrooms in one-story homes 
than multi-story ones.
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When asked to trade off between larger bedrooms 
or larger common areas, homeowner preferences 
depend on the number of stories in the home. 
Homeowners living in one-story homes indicate 
split preference between larger bedrooms and 
common areas. In multi-story homes, larger 
common areas are vastly preferred, even at the 
expense of bedroom size.
This difference is unique to the number of stories in 
the home; we don’t see the same pattern arising by 
square footage, life stage, or geographic type. It 
can most likely be attributed to the fact that multi-
story homes have inherent separation through 
levels. When a single-story homeowner needs to 
retreat from common areas, they typically must go 
to a bedroom. In a three-story home, owners may 
simply move to a common area on a different floor.
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Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners
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Outside the home



Homeowners want to interact with their neighbors, but most 
prefer to keep it brief.
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Amidst continuous conversation about social isolation and homeowners yearning for connection, we wanted to understand what “social connection 
with neighbors” really means. It turns out, a brief interaction (e.g. a smile, nod, or wave) is the preferable level for most. Families and mature groups 
enjoy prolonged interaction more than the Young Singles and Couples, but even for these groups, brief interaction is ideal. In fact, when asked what 
type of front entry to their home best met their needs, very few homeowners report that the front entry should foster connection with neighbors 
(e.g. with a front porch). Thus, elevational styles (porches, stoops, entry courtyards, garages) should be designed with semi-private entries into the 
home that do not force interactions with neighbors.

Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners

How would you best describe your typical preferences for interacting with neighbors?
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Shift to suburban construction means front door is more visible 
in the home. 
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Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners

Front entry designs matter deeply, especially in urban areas where 92% of homeowners have a strong preference about the entry style of their 
home. Entry styles vary by geographic type; in more rural areas, homeowners prefer that the front door be easily visible from the street so that it is 
not difficult to find. As geographic type gets more urban, preferences shift toward front doors that are tucked away and hidden.

When thinking about the front entry to your home, which of 
the following is most important to you?
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Outdoor living is here to stay: a 
positive for hardscaping, 
backyard kitchens, and yard 
products.
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Which feature in the following pairings is more 
important to you?
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Nostalgia and social distancing have created a convincing 
argument for the revival of the front porch. While porches may 
add charm, will homeowners prioritize them over the 
backyard? 
When asked to trade off between a large backyard and a larger 
front yard, homeowners were vastly more likely to indicate that 
the backyard is more important to them. This was consistent 
across all variables, including life stage, geographic type, and 
home size. This makes sense given that most homeowners do 
not want the prolonged interaction that the front yard permits 
anyways. 
Thus, we do not suggest prioritizing front yard or front porch 
solutions at the expense of the backyard. Backyards are priority 
and we should expect homeowners to spend more time and 
money there.

Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners



Design Inspiration
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Aside from creating separate defined rooms, partial walls, floor-to-ceiling fireplaces, and cozy nooks can create 
sufficiently private “getaways” from the open layout. 

Trilogy at The Polo 
Club – O2 Collection
By Shea Homes 
Indio, CA
The optional cuddle 
library is the perfect 
space to read a good 
book. Tucking spaces like 
these around a corner off 
the great room creates 
some breathing room for 
quiet time. These types of 
spaces are also frequently 
being used as informal 
workspaces.

Breaking up the Great Room

Nova Ridge By Pardee Homes 
Las Vegas, NV
Pardee separates the great room 
from another gathering area with a 
floor-to-ceiling fireplace. The lounge 
feels like a modern version of the 

classic mid-century conversation pit with the step down from the main living 
area. The space functions as an informal family room with a little bit of visual 
privacy from the more formal great room.
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Connected kitchens are great for entertaining but leave no space to hide the mess.

Harmony at Lakewood Ranch By Mattamy Homes Lakewood 
Ranch, FL
In a sea of open concept living, how can you stand out without 
losing flow between spaces? The design team at Harmony brought 
back the pass-through kitchen window to join the kitchen to the 
great room. This solution maintains great visibility from the sink to 
the family room, but also allows residents to hide their dirty dishes 
away from guests.

Level 1 By Taylor Morrison 
Costa Mesa, CA
Dirty kitchens and prep kitchens (secondary kitchens behind closed 
doors) are a space hide mess and cook fragrant foods without 
overpowering the rest of the home. Taylor Morrison brought in 
professional culinary consultants to help design the kitchen in 
these alley-loaded townhomes for comfort, function, and style. A 
red-trimmed glass barn door leads into a prep kitchen that 
includes additional storage, a second oven, ample counter space, 
and two windows.

Closing off the Kitchen
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Homeowners frequently mention that the owner’s bedroom should be a private oasis and sanctuary. Builders meet these 
aspirations by including private suites and retreats within the space.

Retreats at Haven by Mattamy Homes
Small lot, single-family detached homes in Chandler, AZ
The main bedroom suite starts with a sitting area separated from the 
bedroom by a knee wall. This flex space allows homeowners to get 
away from the rest of the household members. It could function as a 
sitting area—as it is merchandised—or even as a work-out space or 
informal office setup. According to the builder, this retreat area is 
part of the appeal of the plan, since it makes the oversized room feel 
very spacious and private.

Brownstones at Chevy 
Chase Lake by EYA 
Luxury, four-story row 
townhomes in Chevy Chase, MD
When space is at a premium, 
simple additions can make a 
big difference. The main 
bedroom is taken to another 
level just by adding a small 
retreat with an upgraded 
fireplace. While this addition 
doesn't add a lot of square 
footage, it makes the room feel 
more luxurious. 

Bedroom Suite/Retreat
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“Tucked away from the sidewalk” is the #1 preference for front entry style in very urban and between urban 
and suburban neighborhoods.  

Sur 33 By CalAtlantic Homes 
(now Lennar)
San Diego, CA

When supported by research 
indicating your target buyer does not 
mind steps, front doors can be 
separated from the street by a flight 
of stairs. At Sur 33, a front entry is 
placed on the side of the house, with 
a long run of stairs creating maximum 
privacy. The turns in the flight of steps 
introduced an opportunity to include 
a small wall, creating a visual block 
that would help conceal packages 
from passersby. 

Trilogy Orlando By Shea Homes
Groveland, FL

Setting the front door back along the side of the house is 
an opportunity to provide more privacy to the entry 
statement. Shea Homes created a private entry at Trilogy 
Orlando by carving out a courtyard that leads to the front 
door using reciprocal use easements. Not only does this 
provide privacy for the front door from the street, but it 
also creates a charming entry statement.

Tucking Back the Front Entry
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Layered entry statements tuck back the front door from the 
sidewalk and create a smart location for package delivery.

Strada at Inspirada
By Pardee Homes
Henderson, NV

Pardee Homes created a clever way of 
privatizing the front door and 
create outdoor living opportunities at 
the front of the home in an alley-
loaded collection where outdoor 
living is oftentimes at a premium. An 
outer front door opens on a unique 
feature of the house: a covered 
outdoor room that is open to the side 
yard. This provides privacy for the 
entry, while also solving another 
problem: a place to keep packages 
safe.

Layering the Front Entry
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Young Singles and Couples
Young single or couple (under age 45) 
with no children in the household

Young Families
Family with children in the household, 
all under age 12

Mature Families
Family with children in the household, 
some (or all) older than age 12 
(including adult children)

Mature Singles and Couples
Mature single or couple (age 45+) with 
no children in the household
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Survey Methodology
In October, we surveyed 1,240 homeowners matching 
the following characteristics. Responses were weighted 
nationally by region and life stage group.

Homeowners

Attached or Detached

Household Income $50k+



Builders are answering greater density with strategic window 
placement and creative land planning that shelters the yard.
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The climate in the southwest makes outdoor spaces particularly attractive all year 
round. And of course, the more private the spaces, the more desirable they are for 
homebuyers. In higher-priced markets such as parts of Southern California where land 
is a premium and large backyards can be expensive, we’re seeing some builders make 
great use of side-yards, protected on three sides by the home itself.  With homes often 
closer together, builders who take extra care to ensure windows don’t look into 
adjacent homes (but still maximize access to natural light) are generating the most 
interest from buyers. On more conventional lots in the southwest, covered patios not 
only help promote privacy, they make outdoor living more enjoyable and expand the 
overall useable space.
Ken Perlman
San Diego, CA
kperlman@realestateconsulting.com

Due to the larger lot sizes in the Texas region, currently, privacy is not as big of a 
concern. As lots get smaller or placed in more densely planned communities, finding a 
way to bring in light while keeping visual and auditory privacy intact will be considered 
more carefully early in the design phase of communities and homes.
David Jarvis
Houston, TX
djarvis@realestateconsulting.com



The push and pull between privacy and lifestyle highlights a need 
for options, letting consumers choose for themselves.
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A bedroom window opening to the street is a privacy and safety concern for 
families that worry about ingress through the front window.
In the Northwest markets, front porches are popular (now useful for pandemic-
friendly socializing), but rear yards are rarely unfenced. This gives residents 
options for whether and when to be social.
Annie Radecki
Portland, OR
aradecki@realestateconsulting.com

To me, the ultimate “flex” is an outdoor shower. They’re ubiquitous in homes at 
top resorts on the Big Island of Hawaii like Kohanaiki, Kukio, and Hualalai. These 
spaces resemble spa retreats with vegetation and lava rock walls providing 
privacy, open to the sky above. And they still feel a little daring. I’ve seen fewer 
outdoor showers on the U.S. mainland, but they could be options for luxury 
homes in states like California, Arizona, Texas, and Florida.
Chris Dorociak
San Diego, CA
cdorociak@realestateconsulting.com



Builders are addressing privacy needs within the home itself by 
including flex rooms and dens.
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Builders in Florida continue to be amazed at the number of requests for 2 (and 
sometimes 3) dens or flex rooms. The need for privacy for work, media, and zoom 
is quite apparent across new home shoppers and it spans all life stages—from 
young families to retirees. 
Lesley Deutch
Boca Raton, FL
ldeutch@realestateconsulting.com

Builders in the Southeast are offering a new option for an upstairs flex room 
to now be closed off into an additional office or den.
Another popular option is the ability to add French doors to a home office or 
den to make for a more private study.
Oliver Radvin
Boca Raton, FL
oradvin@realestateconsulting.com



Above the 2,000 
square feet threshold, 
increasing square 
footage does not 
reduce privacy 
concerns. 
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Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners

Even in 4,000 square foot homes, 
65% of homeowners worry that 
their neighbors can see into their 
home/yard at least occasionally.

Share of homeowners who worry about neighbors being able to 
see into their home/yard at least occasionally:
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Home size does not 
play a significant 
role in the need for 
privacy within a 
home.
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Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC October survey of 1,240 homeowners

The same amount of homeowners 
living in a 1,000 square foot house 
said they need more privacy from 
other household members as those 
living in a 4,000 square foot house. 
Life stage is the key differentiator, 
with Young Families needing interior 
privacy the most.

Share of homeowners who wish there were more private 
rooms/spaces within their home from other household members 
or guests:
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